HYDRA
Arctic
Windscreen Wash
Prevents Wash Lines Freezing

HYDRA®

Features & Advantages


Effective down to –40ºC (-40ºF).



Hydra Arctic Windscreen Wash repels build up
of dirt and salt from road spray.





 Improves visibility when driving and ensures you
can see at all times.

 Easy to use, simply add to your washer fluid
reservoir neat or diluted.

Hydra Arctic Windscreen Wash helps prevent
ice formation on your windscreen by absorbing
precipitation.

 Hydra Arctic Windscreen Wash can be used all

Antifreeze properties prevent washer lines and
nozzles from freezing down to –40°C.

 Excellent cleaning action which easily removes dirt,



Non-smearing as well as de-icing.



Guaranteed non-corrosive and harmless to all
automotive finishes, glass, rubber and paint-work.

year round effectively, don’t just stop at winter.

tree sap, bugs and water spots with no residues or
streaking.

 Helps prevent windscreen refreezing.
 Improves wet weather driving visibility by repelling
rain, sleet and snow.

Description
As well as de-icing your windshield, Hydra Arctic
Windscreen Wash will cut through grime and dirt
leaving smear free windscreens for optimum
visibility.
Available in a range of sizes and refills, there is a
bottle to suit all requirements.

Hydra’s Arctic Windscreen Wash is the premium
windscreen wash additive option for use in winter.

Ideal for use in all makes of vehicles and vans.
Its unique alcohol blend protects against re-freezing
24/7 and will work down to –40°C.
Hydra’s Arctic Windscreen Wash is 100% pure
product, meaning a more concentrated blend with up
to 3x the de-icing capacity of many other products
on the market.

Hydra Arctic Windscreen Wash’s exceptional
cleaning power leaves a crystal-clear, non-smear
finish to all windscreens.
Can be diluted to suit any weather conditions.

Description
Are you looking for the best screen-wash on the
market? Driving in unpredictable weather conditions
can be difficult enough without the worry of not being
able to see properly.
It is imperative to have a reliable windscreen wash
that is going to work when temperatures hit freezing.
Do not be a hazard to yourself and others on the road
by ensuring you use the best screen-wash available Hydra’s Arctic Windscreen Wash.
Premium winter windscreen wash protects windscreen
washer lines from freezing down to -40°C.

Arctic Windscreen Wash is a concentrated wash
fluid additive that you simply add to your washer
fluid reservoir.
The powerful formulation has dual action that
protects washer lines & nozzles from freezing as well
as removing dirt, traffic grime and salt from
windscreens leaving them sparkling clear when
visibility is most crucial.

Used at full strength without dilution, Arctic
Windscreen Wash will be effective down to -40°C,
the best screen-wash there is.

How To Use


Use neat for Freezing Point up to -40°C (-40°F)



Use 50% with water for Freezing Point up to 20°C (-4°F)



Use 25% with water for Freezing Point up to 10°C (-14°F)



Use 1:20 with water for Above 0°C (32°F)

Laboratory Facilities
Hydra International Ltd’s Research & Development Laboratories are a hub of activity where new products are
developed and formulated. We have working relationships with our raw material suppliers, many of these suppliers
are major world-wide chemical manufacturers with their own development laboratories.
As a company we are well known in the chemical industry for being receptive to cutting edge new chemicals which
can be incorporated into our products to achieve performance advantages. An important part of the International
Standards that we hold is that of constant improvement. We show that we have achieved this at every independent
audit.

